ABSTRACT

C2000 SysConfig is a powerful graphical user interface tool which configures the C2000 Real-Time Control MCUs and auto-generates embedded software, visualization diagrams, and debug artifacts. The reliable and validated initialization software generated by the C2000 SysConfig tool can significantly speed up development and help designers avoid lengthy debug sessions.

C2000 SysConfig and its PinMux tool closes the gap between hardware and software designers.
1 Introduction

C2000™ SysConfig is a graphical user interface (GUI) tool that allows you to configure your C2000 Real-Time Control MCUs. The following are the features supported in the tool:

- System initialization code generation: C2000 SysConfig generates initialization code for the C2000 device including peripheral initialization, interrupt initialization, PinMux initialization, and so forth.
- Device PinMux visualization: A visual representation of the device and all of its pins, a list of all possible PinMux options, your selected mode for each pin, and a summary PinMux CSV file is supported by the tool.
- Error detection: C2000 SysConfig is capable of catching configuration errors and notifying you of the incorrect setup.
- Device level dependency identification: C2000 SysConfig identifies the dependencies in the device and ensures that the dependent peripherals are all configured by you.
- Device level error detection: Device level configuration errors caused by dependent peripherals are caught and you are notified of the error.
- Portable device initialization: Device initialization settings are portable between device families and device packages.

Note

The device families supported are:
- F2807x, F2837xS, F2837xD
- F28004x
- F2838x
- F28002x
- F28003x

- Seamless support for other tools: Support for other SysConfig tools such as CLB Tool and the DCSM Tool.

C2000 SysConfig is available inside **C2000Ware** and requires the SysConfig Tool, which is delivered built-in with Code Composer Studio™ (CCS) IDE and is also delivered as a standalone tool for use with other IDEs.
2 Getting Started With C2000 SysConfig

The C2000 SysConfig support is built on top of the C2000 driverlib software layer. To get started, either start from an existing C2000 SysConfig based driverlib project or add C2000 SysConfig and driverlib support to an existing project.

Most driverlib examples in C2000Ware have either an example.syscfg file or you can add a file with the .syscfg extension. Double clicking and opening the .syscfg file launches the C2000 SysConfig tool.

2.1 Example C2000 SysConfig in CCS

To get started with C2000 SysConfig, let's import an existing example with C2000 SysConfig support.

1. Launch CCS and import the example: clb_ex8_external_signal_AND_gate.projectspec
   a. Select Project → Import CCS Project
   b. Browse to C2000Ware_VERSION\driverlib\f2838x\examples\c28x\clb\CCS
   c. Select the clb_ex8_external_signal_AND_gate.projectspec project and import it

2. Inside your CCS project you should be able to see the syscfg file along with the rest of the application files.

![Figure 2-1. C2000 SysConfig Example Project in CCS](image-url)
3. Double click on `clb_ex8_external_signal_AND_gate.syscfg` file and the C2000 SysConfig GUI will launch.

**Note**
You can also right-click on the `syscfg` file, then select Open With → SysConfig Editor.

![Figure 2-2. Launching SysConfig GUI](image)

4. The C2000 SysConfig GUI should be launched inside CCS and should look similar to one shown in Figure 2-3.

![Figure 2-3. C2000 SysConfig GUI](image)
5. Click the **Device View** button at the top right corner of the SysConfig GUI to see the device and package used for your project.

![Device View](image)

**Figure 2-4. Device View**

C2000 SysConfig support is added in the Project Properties. By default, this project was configured for F2838x family of devices and the selected device package is set to 337 BGA package. If the Project Properties for C2000 SysConfig support is not set up by default in your CCS project, the `syscfg` file will not launch the GUI successfully. Most driverlib projects have the Project Properties set up by default for C2000 SysConfig. If Project Properties are not set up correctly, **Section 8** describes how C2000 SysConfig can be added to a CCS project.
2.2 Other SysConfig Tools

Other SysConfig-based tools such as the CLB Tool and the Security (DCSM) Tool are seamlessly integrated with C2000 SysConfig. If these tools are supported by the device family selected by you, they will automatically show up as a new section under the modules panel of the SysConfig GUI.

The CLB Tool and DCSM Tool can be used as standalone tools. You can modify the CCS Project Properties to use only the CLB Tool or the DCSM Tool.

For more information on the DCSM Tool, visit:
- C2000™ DCSM Security Tool

For more information on the CLB Tool, visit:
- CLB Tool User's Guide
- Designing With the C2000™ Configurable Logic Block (CLB)
3 C2000 SysConfig Overview

C2000 SysConfig begins with the `sdk.json` file which contains all of the information for the tool. The projects with C2000 SysConfig support built-in, already have the Project Properties set to point the CCS SysConfig GUI to the C2000 SysConfig content.

To view the SysConfig Project Properties in your CCS project:

1. Right-click on the project name and select **Properties**
2. Under the **Build** options, select **SysConfig** to view all SysConfig options

![CCS SysConfig Project Options](image)

---

**Figure 3-1. CCS SysConfig Project Properties**
3. Select **Basic Options** to change/view the device family and top level SysConfig sdk.json file

![SysConfig Basic Options](image1)

**Figure 3-2. SysConfig Basic Options**

4. Select **Miscellaneous** to change/view the device package/part

![Miscellaneous Options](image2)

**Figure 3-3. SysConfig Miscellaneous Options**
3.1 Modules

The available modules/peripherals for each device/package is listed in the left panel of the C2000 SysConfig GUI. The number of each peripheral available for the device is shown in Figure 3-4 as the modules are added to the application by you. This allows for a simple resource management by you.

Each module's description is shown in the middle panel (configurable options panels) and once the module is added, the description is minimized. The description can easily be expanded by clicking the question mark icon next to the name of the module (if available).

![Figure 3-4. C2000 SysConfig Modules and Resource Management](image-url)
3.2 PinMux

For each peripheral with PinMux options, there is a PinMux submodule available in the Configurable Options panel. Inside the PinMux submodule, there are configurable options for each pin of the peripheral along with the instance of the peripheral. The solution for the PinMux is shown as the selected option for each pin. You can LOCK the solution to ensure it does not change as more modules/peripherals are added.

![PinMux Submodule](image)

**Figure 3-5. PinMux Submodule**

Above the PinMux submodule, a configurable option named Use Case is also available to limit the available peripheral pins in the PinMux module. Selecting the Custom option for the Use Case adds a new configurable option named Pins Used, where you can select the peripheral pins for their specific custom use-case.

![PinMux Custom Use Case](image)

**Figure 3-6. PinMux Custom Use Case**
It is also possible to modify the PinMux submodule GUI to show not only the device pin names, but also the device GPIO number. To change the pin name representation:

- Click the three dots at the top right corner of the C2000 SysConfig GUI
- Select **Preferences and Actions**
- In the **Device Pin Labels** options, select the **Device Pin Name** option

**Figure 3-7. Device Pin Representation**
The device PinMux summary is available inside the *pinmux.csv* auto-generated file.

![PinMux Summary CSV](image)

**Figure 3-8. PinMux Summary CSV Auto-Generated File**

The *pinmux.csv* file contains not only the selected PinMux options, but it also contains **ALL AVAILABLE** PinMux options for each pin.
3.3 Peripheral Initialization

C2000 SysConfig initializes the C2000 Real-Time Control MCU. Each module has support for all possible supported configurations. Relevant options are made visible or hidden as needed by the tool. Some peripherals have dependency on other peripherals. These dependencies are identified by the tool and you are guided to configure all needed dependent peripherals.

Figure 3-10 shows the configurable options for the SCI peripheral. Placing the cursor on the configurable option shows the tool-tip for that option.
3.4 Code Generation

The C2000 SysConfig auto-generates code and other debug or visualization artifacts to simplify the user's development process. The auto-generated content can be viewed inside SysConfig by clicking the **Show Generated Files** button at the top right corner.

![Generated Files Panel](image)

**Figure 3-11. Auto-Generated Content**

The content generated by the CLB Tool is removed when all instances of TILE used in the CLB Tool are removed from SysConfig. Similar to the CLB Tool, if the DCSM Tool to their design is added, new files generated by the DCSM tool will appear in the **Generated Files** panel.

To view a generated file and a live view of the updates made to the file as the configurable options are changed in the GUI, click on the file name in the **Generated Files** panel.

- Click on the `board.c` file in the **Generated Files** panel
- In the CLB module, check the **Enable CLB** box
- The `board.c` file should be updated with the changes made in the code marked with RED and GREEN
- You can pick the DIFF mode by clicking on the three dots at the top right corner of the GUI
C2000 SysConfig generates two code files:

- **board.c**: This file contains the initialization code for each module including PinMux. An all inclusive function named `Board_init` is available which initializes all module. You can choose to call the individual `Module_init` functions in their application, or you can use the `Board_init` function to use all modules. You can also choose to add `PinMux_init` to your application code to use only the PinMux initialization feature of the tool.

  **Note**
  
  `Board_init` does not call `DC_DC_init`. `DC_DC_init` must be called before `Board_init`.

- **board.h**: This file contains the prototypes for all generated functions in the `board.c` file, along with the re-namings of the modules for their specific application. Also, the GPIO number assigned for each PinMux option along with more information on each peripherals configuration.
3.5 Error Detection

One of the most important and useful features of the C2000 SysConfig is its ability to detect errors or missing requirements in your configuration.

Embedded devices often have many supported modes, but the device must be configured exactly as instructed by the technical documentation for each mode to operate correctly.

Also, the device silicon Errata documentation notes the unsupported modes that is sometimes missed. It is common that the development process for configuring a device is slowed down due to errors in the user's code. These errors could be due to mistakes in programming when transferring knowledge from the technical documentation into the application software. C2000 SysConfig is capable of catching configuration errors and notifying you of the incorrect setup.

Also similar to error generation, warnings are also generated as needed when a configuration is not necessarily wrong, but requires further attention.

Figure 3-14. Error Detection
Error detection in your configuration is **NOT** limited to one peripheral at a time. Incorrect setups can be detected across dependent modules. This ensures that all dependent peripherals are configured correctly.

**Figure 3-15. Dependent Module Error Detection**
3.6 SysConfig Script File

Your settings for C2000 SysConfig and all other tools configured in the SysConfig GUI are saved in a `syscfg` file. The changes made to this file as you modify the configurable options can be viewed similar to any other auto-generated file in SysConfig. The SysConfig script saves the settings for all options selected by you.

Figure 3-16. SysConfig Script File

The names shown in the script files for the configurable can be viewed in the GUI’s configurable options by changing the setting inside the tool’s `Preferences and Actions` panel.

Figure 3-17. SysConfig Script Names
4 SysConfig Generated Files After the Project is Built

After you have completed the C2000 SysConfig configuration and built the CCS project, the content that was shown in the **Generated Files Panel** inside SysConfig is now available in the build configuration directory, under the folder named `syscfg`.

In the Generated Files by SysConfig, the source files are compiled and the header files can be used in application software because the `syscfg` folder is automatically added to the include path during compile time. In most applications, the `board.h` is added by a `#include` statement and the function `Board_init` is called in `main`. The files generated in the file system are read-only and any changes made to them will be overwritten during the next project build.
5 Application Code Based on C2000 SysConfig Initialization

The first step in using the C2000 SysConfig initialization in an application is calling the `Board_init` or any of the other `Module_init` functions in the application code. The most common use-case is calling the `Board_init` after the `Device_init` function call to initialize all modules configured inside the C2000 SysConfig tool.

After the device initialization calls are completed, any further driverlib function call for using each module should be done using the new application specific name of the module.

![Figure 5-1. Application Code Using C2000 SysConfig Initialization](image)

In the example above, the selected instance of the I2C peripheral is I2CA. You can switch to another instance of I2C by changing the GUI to select I2CB, and everything else is automatically taken care of if the application code uses the name assigned to the peripheral in the `$name` configurable option.
6 Interrupt Support

C2000 SysConfig has support for registering interrupts and configuring both CPU interrupts and the PIE module. Each module, that has an associated interrupt, has a configurable option that determines whether or not you want to register an interrupt handler. When this option is checked, a submodule for configuring and registering the interrupt appears in the GUI.

![Figure 6-1. Interrupt Register Checkbox](image)

When checked, the interrupt submodule for the peripheral is shown at the bottom of the configurable options.
Once one or more modules have selected to use C2000 SysConfig interrupt registration, the interrupt code generation is activated and the `board.h` and `board.c` files are updated with the interrupt code.

When checked, the interrupt submodule for the peripheral is shown at the bottom of the configurable options.

**Figure 6-2. board.c: Interrupt Registration**
Traditionally, you would have to determine the interrupt group for the peripheral interrupts in the PIE module. C2000 SysConfig automatically determines the interrupt group and creates a mapping for you in the `board.h` file.

**Figure 6-3. board.h: Interrupt Registration**
7 Device-Specific Code Generation

C2000 SysConfig generates device-specific code given the same configuration in the syscfg file. This makes configuration inside syscfg more portable across device families than application initialization C code. For example, the same syscfg file using the INPUT X-BAR module generates different code for different device family as shown in Figure 7-1. The figure shows how the same syscfg configuration for F2838x and F2837xD devices generates different code that is compatible for that device family.

**Figure 7-1. Device Specific Code Generation and Enhanced Portability**
8 Adding C2000 SysConfig Support to Existing Projects

Most driverlib based examples in C2000Ware are delivered with built-in support for C2000 SysConfig. Even if the example does not have a `syscfg` configuration file, the project properties for C2000 SysConfig are most likely already configured.

Follow these steps to check if the C2000 project properties are set up for C2000 SysConfig development:

1. Right-click on the project and select **Properties**.
2. In the left panel of the project properties, under the **Build** category, check to see if the **SysConfig** options are available.
3. If the **SysConfig** option is available under **Build**, SysConfig is enabled for your project.

If the SysConfig module is not enabled in your project, follow these steps to enable it:

1. Add an empty file of the `syscfg` file named `empty.syscfg` to the project by copying the file into the project or creating a new file in the project.
2. CCS will ask whether or not to enable SysConfig. Accept and select **Yes**.

![Enable SysConfig in the CCS Project](image)

**Figure 8-1. Enable SysConfig in the CCS Project**

After the SysConfig feature has been enabled, you can change the settings inside the project properties to select C2000 SysConfig and choose your specific device package/part.

Detailed descriptions on how to configure the SysConfig project properties can be found at: [How to configure CCS Project Properties for C2000 SysConfig](#).

---

**Note**

C2000 SysConfig is built on top of C2000 driverlib software layer.

9 Remove C2000 SysConfig Support from Projects

Removing the C2000 SysConfig support from a project is very simple. When you delete the `syscfg` file from the project file system, SysConfig support is automatically skipped by the tool-chain. You can also right-click on the `syscfg` file and select **Exclude from Build**.
10 Standalone SysConfig Tool

You can choose to download a standalone version of the SysConfig tool instead of using the built-in CCS version. The standalone SysConfig version can be used with CCS or any IDE. The standalone SysConfig tool can be used to generate the configuration code; you can manually add the newly generated content to their C2000 project.

The standalone SysConfig tool is available for download at: [Standalone SysConfig Tool](www.ti.com).

Once the standalone SysConfig tool is installed, you can launch the tool and select the C2000Ware at top folder to launch C2000 SysConfig.

![Standalone SysConfig Start Page](image)

**Figure 10-1. Standalone SysConfig Start Page**

11 Summary

C2000 SysConfig is a powerful graphical user interface tool which configures the C2000 Real-Time MCUs and auto-generates embedded software, visualization diagrams, and debug artifacts that significantly help designers with their development process. The reliable and pre-validated initialization software generated by the C2000 SysConfig tool can speed up development and help designers avoid lengthy debug sessions.
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